
Salem Recreation Volleyball Rules 
• IN ALL LEAGUES 3rd- 9th: A re-serve shall be call when the server releases the ball for service, then catches it or 

drops it to the floor. The ref shall cancel the serve and direct a second or last chance to serve. 

• A ball that hits the ceiling or basketball hoop on your own side is a playable ball.  A serve or a returned ball to the 

other side that hits the ceiling or basketball hoop is not considered a playable ball and will be declared out of 

bounds. 

• Leagues 3rd-6th will get a re-serve on their first attempt each time they are rotated into the serving position if: 

o the ball hits the net 

o the ball goes out of bounds 

o the ball hits the ceiling 

o the ball hits the basketball hoops 

EXAMPLE: If Sally just got rotated into the serving position and she throws the ball up to serve and it hits the net she 

gets a re-serve. 

EXAMPLE: If Suzy is serving the ball and has already completed 3 serves and this is her 4th serve and it hits the net, she 

DOES NOT get a re-serve. Only on her first attempt. 

Basic Volleyball Rules 
 

Volleyball scoring system: A point is scored when… The ball is successfully grounded in the 

opponent’scourt. The opposing team commits a fault. The opposing team receives a penalty. 

A set (game) is won when… A team scores 25 points with a minimum 2-point lead, or cap at 27.  

A match is won when a team wins 2 out of 3 sets. If third game is needed it will go to 15 points, or cap at 

17. On game 3, we will switch sides (staying in their same rotation as the other side) after the 8th point.  

 

Teams may play with 4.  Officials will wait 5 minutes past the scheduled game time, at that point if a team 

has less than 4 players present, the entire game (all sets) will be a forfeit.  The time slot will then move to 

an officiated scrimmage game between the two teams- still only registered players allowed to play. The 

ref will work with the recreation supervisor onsite for the official calling of the forfeit. (Forfeits will NOT be 

called by refs, coaches or players). In addition, after the supervisors calls the forfeit teams may exchange 

players for the scrimmage game.  If you accept players from another team to play on your team you are 

also accepting that your team has forfeited. 

 

Basic Volleyball Rules for Playing the Game 

• 6 players on a team, 3 on the front row and 3 on the back row  

• Maximum of three hits per side  

• Player may not hit the ball twice in succession (A block is not considered a hit)  

• Ball may be played off the net during a volley and on a serve  

• A ball hitting a boundary line is “in”  

• A ball is “out” if it hits…  

o an antennae (poles)  

o the floor completely outside the court,  

o any of the net or cables outside the antennae,  

o the referee stand or pole,  

o the ceiling above a non-playable area  
 

• It is legal to contact the ball with any part of a player’s body  

• It is illegal to catch, hold, or throw the ball  

• If two or more players contact the ball at the same time, it is considered one play and either player 

involved may make the next contact (provided the next contact isn’t the teams 4th hit)  

• A player cannot block or attack a serve from on or inside the 10-foot line  

• After the serve, front line players may switch positions at the net  

 
 

Basic Volleyball Rules Violations 

 

The following are some basic volleyball rules for violations.  



The result of a violation is a point for the opponent.  

• Failure to serve the ball over the net successfully  

• Contacting the ball illegally (lifting, carrying, throwing, etc.)  

• Touching the net with any part of the body while the ball is in play. Exception: If the ball is 

driven into the net with such force that it causes the net to contact an opposing player, no foul will 

be called, and the ball shall continue to be in play.  

• When blocking a ball coming from the opponent’s court, contacting the ball when reaching over the 

net is a violation if both:  

1) your opponent hasn’t used 3 contacts AND  

2) they have a player there to make a play on the ball  

• When attacking a ball coming from the opponent’s court, contacting the ball when reaching over 

the net is a violation if the ball hasn’t yet broken the vertical plane of the net.  

• Crossing the court centerline with any part of your body. Exception: if it’s the hand or foot, the 

entire hand or entire foot must cross for it to be a violation.  

• Serving out of order. 

• Back row player blocking (deflecting a ball coming from their opponent), when at the moment of 

contact the back-row player is near the net and has part of his/her body above the top of the net 

(an illegal block).  

• Back row player attacking a ball inside the front zone (the area inside the 10-foot line), when at 

the moment of contact the ball is completely above the net (an illegal attack).  

• You must receive the serve - DO NOT Block at the net. 
 

Special Considerations 

o *** NEW FROM LAST YEAR!! In the 3rd/4th grade league a player may only have a serving 

streak of 6 serves in a row. Once a player serves 6 consecutively that same team will rotate 

to a new server. The rule was made so that more players get the opportunity to participate 

and develop their skills. 

o 3rd/4th Grade players may begin their serve one step over the line if needed to deliver the 

serve. 

o 5th-6th grade players must start behind the line but may step over to deliver the serve. 

o 7th-9th grade players must complete their serve behind the line, they will not be allowed to 

stop over during delivery. 


